Archived Projects

The projects under this heading have generally been defined and may have had some (or even a significant amount of) work done on them. They may have assignments, but they haven't been touched in a while. In general, when the efforts on planned or ongoing project are ceased because of competing priorities, people have moved onto other tasks, etc. and the project page still exists, we use this collection to archive the project page. It's possible that people working on the project may return and move this back into the list of active projects or you may decide that you want to take on the project where they left it, assign yourself (or yourselves) and move it under active projects. If nothing else, you may find ideas or prior work in an uncompleted /abandoned project that is helpful to you or to the community in other ways.

If you would like to work on an abandoned project, contact the persons previously involved with the project and/or ask about it on OpenMRS Talk.

- Add On Management OWA
- Add UI Unit Testing Design
- Ad Hoc Analysis Tool (Design Page)
- Advanced Concept Management
- Anatomical Drawing Custom Datatype (Design Page)
- BIRT 2.0
- Blocking Algorithm for Patient Registration
- CamEMR
- CDA-based Clinical Patient Summary Import and Export
- Centralized Auditing (Design Page)
- Change relationship for multiple patients at once
- Chart Search for the Reference Application - Phase 2
- Cohort Builder 2.0
- Cohort Builder Replacement (Design Page) or Reporting Module User Interface
- Cohort Module
- Cohort Queries as a Pentaho Reporting Data Source
- Community Support Resources
- Concept Dataset Generation Maven Plugin
- Configurable Clinical Summary
- Consuming FHIR Resources for OpenMRS
- Data Aggregation Module
- Database Synchronization with Symmetric DS
- Data Import using eSaude Data Migration Tool
- Data Migration & ETL Module (Design Page)
- Data Set Viewer in Reporting Module
- DHIS2Report SQL Query Enhancements
- DHISReport Module 2.0 - Integration with Reporting Module
- Distro Tools Maven Plugin
- Draft Forms Project
- Dynamic List Entry Tags and Widgets
- Emergency Department Triage Application
- Epic - Reference Application
- Execute Database Updates Module (Design Page)
- Expanded Cohort Features
- Expanding on Coded Value Sources in obs
- Filtering Forms on Dashboard (Design Page)
- General Feedback Mechanism (Design Page)
- Graphic Patient Workflow Tool
- Groovy Calculation Module
- GSOC 2011 Localization of initial setup and update wizard
- Human Resources Module
- Implement the OAuth2 Support for Web Services APIs
- Improved Person Attribute Types
- Improvements to the OpenMRS OHDSI module
- Improve the new OpenMRS Style Guide
- In-page Localization (Design Page)
- Integrate Registration Module with a Master Patient Index
- Integration of OpenMRS with OpenEMPI Module
- JavaScript Ecosystem
- Laboratory Information System Interoperability (Design Page)
- Laboratory Module
- Logging Errors to the Database
- Message Delivery Triggered by Conditions within OpenMRS
- Metadata Sharing Server Project
- Migration of Legacy UI to the module
- Mobile Device Monitoring System
- Module to Allow Attribute Value to Be Latest obs of a Specified Concept
- More Metadata Management in AdminUI
- MVP Patient Consent Data Model Changes
- Ng-openmrs
- Offline HTML Form Renderer
- OpenHMIS Pharmacy Module
- OpenMRS 2.x Android Client
- OpenMRS 2020 - Brand for the new decade
- OpenMRS Bulk Data Import
- OpenMRS CDA Generator
- OpenMRS - DHIS2 - ADX - Reporting
• OpenMRS HL7Query Module Design Page
• OpenMRS ID v2.1 Platform Improvements
• OpenMRS iOS Client Extensions
• OpenMRS Modules Project
• OpenMRS-OpenERP Integration
• OpenMRS Support for the OHDSI Project
• Order Entry Module Design
• Order Entry UI
• OSGi Support
• Overhaul the User Management dashboard for ID Dashboard
• OWA App Store
• Patient Data Based Timeline Module
• Patient Data Tab Module (Design Page)
• Patient Flags Module Enhancements
• Patient Medical Record Viewing
• Patient Narratives Module 2.0
• Patient Narratives Upload
• Pentaho ETL and Designs for Dimensional Modeling (Design Page, R&D)
• Personal Health Record Module Enhancement
• Populating Active Lists (Design Page)
• Project Liga Dominicana Contra el Cancer
• Provide support for openinfobuttons
• Queueing, Especially Patient Queues
• Register - Outages and performance degradations
• Reminders for the Messaging Module
• Reporting REST API (Design Page)
• Reporting Web Services and Pentaho Integration Enhancements
• Scripting Module and Data Integrity Module enhancements
• Service Delivery Module
• SSO Authentication and Authorization
• Support Laboratory Data Exchange with FHIR
• Support Multiple Classes per Concept Project
• System Performance and Utilization Module
• Testing Feedback Module
• Undernutrition
• Update HTMLFormEntry for field suggestion and recall
• Upgrade Data Collection support for Human Genetics Care
• Upload and View or Download Image or File in HTMLForm Entry Module
• XML Reports